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"Two Ball" Passing Drill 
Drill Objectives: 

 To practice and refine various passing techniques.  
 To improve passing distances and accuracy. 
 To develop passing ambidexterity. 
 To emphasize the importance of peripheral vision and timing. 

This two ball passing drill is comprised of a series of various types of passes: One Hand Overhead, Two Hand Chest, 
Two Hand Overhead, One Hand Push Pass, Behind Back, and Baseball. It incorporates many aspects of successful 
passing including: proper techniques, ambidexterity, receiving, peripheral vision, timing, and upper arm & wrist 
strength. Two Ball passing requires teamwork along with quick accurate passing. Passers must time their passes so that 
two balls remain opposite. This is an excellent drill to get a lot of passing repetitions in a short period of time. 

1. One Handed Pass 

 

Players are paired up facing each other and spaced out about 10’-12’. Starting with ball in right hand, they pass the 
ball to teammate’s left hand. Ball stays on same side, with receiver catching ball with left hand and passing it back 

to teammate’s right hand. Continuous pass for minute. 

2. Chest Pass 
Players are spaced out 12’ to 15’ (width of lane lines). Players in one line (01’s) make a direct chest pass to 

teammate, while, players in opposite line (02’s) make a two handed bounce pass. Continuous pass for minute. 
Then, reverse the passing with O1’s making bounce passes and O2’s direct chest passes. 

 

O1’s make direct passes. O2’s make bounce 
passes. 
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Reversal 

O2’s make direct passes. O1’s make bounce 
passes. 

Points of emphasis: All chest passes must be made on a line with backspin finishing with thumbs down and palms 
out. Bounce passes should hit the floor 2/3 the distance to the receiver so that they quickly skip up to the receiver. 
Receivers must keep their hands up in the shape of a basketball ready to receive ball. 

 

3. Overhead Pass 

Players are spaced out 15’-20’. Players in one line (01’s) make a direct two handed overhead pass to 
teammate, while, players in opposite line (02’s) make a two handed overhead bounce pass. Start with ball 

overhead. Do NOT bring ball behind head. It is not a soccer pass. Bringing ball behind head telegraphs pass 
and allows defense time to react. Continuous pass for minute. Then, reverse roles with O1’s making bounce 

passes and O2’s direct passes. 

 

O1’s make direct passes. O2’s make bounce 
passes. 

 

Reversal 

O2’s make direct passes. O1’s make bounce 
passes. 

Points of emphasis: Passes must be made on a line with backspin finishing with thumbs down and palms out. 
Bounce passes should hit the floor 2/3 the distance to the receiver so that they quickly skip up to the receiver. 
Receivers must keep their hands up in the shape of a basketball ready to receive ball. 

4. One Handed Push Pass 
One handed push passes is comprised of a series of passes: Direct, Bounce, Off Dribble Direct and Off 

Dribble Bounce. Players are spaced out 12’ to 15’ (width of lane lines).  

A. Both players make direct push passes for one minute and then switch to left handed push passes for a 
minute.  

 

Right Handed Push Pass 

 

Left Handed Push Pass 
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B. Both players make push bounce passes for one minute and then switch to left handed push bounce passes 
for a minute.  

 

Right Handed Bounce Push Pass 

 

Left Handed Bounce Push Pass 

C. Alternating direct and bounce push passes off dribble. 

 

O1’s make direct right handed push passes of 
dribble. O2’s make right handed bounce push 

passes of dribble. 

 

Reverse Direction 

O1’s make direct left handed push passes of 
dribble. O2’s make left handed bounce push 

passes of dribble. 

 

Switch Roles 

O2’s make direct right handed push passes of 
dribble. O1’s make right handed bounce push 

passes of dribble. 

 

Reverse Direction 

O2’s make direct left handed push passes of 
dribble. O1’s make left handed bounce push 

passes of dribble. 

 

5. Behind Back 
A. With players facing each other, start off with right handed behind the back flip passes. After 30 

seconds or minute, switch to left hand behind the back flip passes. 

 

Facing each other: Right Handed Behind the 
Back Flip Pass. 

 

Facing each other: Left Handed Behind the 
Back Flip Pass. 

 

B. Increase distance to 12’-15’ and alternate right hand behind the back and left hand behind the back for 
one minute. 
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Right Handed Behind the Back Pass. 

 

Left Handed Behind the Back Pass. 

C. Then alternate right hand and left hand behind the back bounce passes for one minute. 

 

Right Handed Behind the Back Bounce Pass. 

 

Left Handed Behind the Back Bounce Pass. 

D. Alternate right hand and left hand behind the back passes off dribble for one minute. 

 

O1’s make direct right handed behind the back 
passes of dribble. O2’s make left handed behind 

the back bounce passes of dribble. 

 

Reverse Direction 

O1’s make left handed direct handed behind the 
back passes of dribble. O2’s make right handed 

behind the back bounce passes off dribble. 

 

Switch Roles 

O2’s make right handed direct behind the back 
bounce pass of dribble. O1’s make left handed 

behind the back bounce pass of dribble.  

 

Reverse Direction 

O2’s make left handed direct behind the back 
bounce passes of dribble. O1’s make right 
handed behind the back bounce passes of 

dribble.  

 

6. Baseball Pass (Optional) 
Players are spaced out 50’ (width of court). Players in one line (01’s) make a direct baseball pass to 
teammate, while, players in opposite line (02’s) make a baseball bounce pass. Continuous pass for 
minute. Then, reverse the passing with O1’s making bounce passes and O2’s direct passes. Note: 
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Have players start off with strong hand and switch to weak. Also, “Hook” passes can be substituted 
for baseball passes. 

Optional: Have players start out at 12’-15’ spacing for 1 minute (30 second direct & 30 second bounce). 
Increase distance at intervals by taking a giant step backward. Repeat until players reach sideline (50’). 

A. Strong Handed Baseball Pass 

O1’s make direct passes. O2’s make bounce 
passes. 

Reversal 

O2’s make direct passes. O1’s make bounce 
passes. 

B. Weak Handed Baseball Pass 

 

O1’s make direct passes. O2’s make bounce 
passes. 

Reversal: O2’s make direct passes. O1’s make 
bounce passes. 

 

 

Coaching Tips 

Be very attentive and insist on proper techniques. Make corrections when as needed. 

To be successful players need to be able to make a chest pass on a line the width of the court (50’). For younger players 
a two handed overhead pass. 

Incorporating these two ball passing drills, along with the two player break drills, is an excellent practice warm-up. 
 


